Mini Seat Cover
Fitting Instructions

Thank you for purchasing our Mini Seat Covers. Please read these instructions
carefully. If you do not feel confident to fit these seat covers yourself, we also
provide a fitting service - just call for a quote. You can fit these seat covers to
your Mini in just a couple hours. We recommend the following steps.

1.
2.
3.

Remove all the seats from your vehicle
Remove the old seat covers carefully without damaging the foam material
Try the new seat covers on to your seats to ensure that you are happy
with the shape and fitment to your car seats.
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4.

If you are happy with the fit, remove and turn inside out ready to apply
the glue (contact adhesive).

5.

Apply the glue all over the
inside of the upper seat cover
– follow the instructions on
the glue container.

6.

Apply the glue on to the
upper seat foam in the areas
which are to be attached to
the seat cover.

7.

When the glue on both
applied surfaces no longer feels
sticky, carefully align them
together as accurately as
possible and attach. The
adhesion should be firm by
now.
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8. Pull the strings through the foam and

pull tight so the seat cover is fully
stretched. Knot the ends of the strings
on the back of seat frame.

9.

Continue to wrap the cover onto
the car seat. Press the glue applied
area to ensure a firm bonding and to
ensure a neatly formed shape.

10. Repeat these steps on the base
section of the seat.

11. Use the C-hooks on the base unit

to tie the seat covers underneath the
seat frame where necessary.

12. On the base of the front seats use

the rubber trim to clip the seat covers
underneath of the seat frame.

13. You can now assemble the seats on
to your vehicle.
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